
 

 

Minutes of the Plenaire Vergadering (7) of the FSR FMG ’21- ‘22 

Faculty Student Council of the Faculty of Social and behavioural sciences 

Date: 2nd of November 2021 

Location: C1.05 

Present FSR ’21-’22: 

 

Pedro Gonzalez, Joselyn Moran, Alicia Vignali, Natalie Safarova, 

Eirini Symeonidou, Nathan Larigauderie, Zaina Pakabomba, Leila 

Hammoud, Matthijs van der Scheun, Titus van der Valk 

Absent FSR ’21-22: Anastasiia Anikina, Esra Joo Weijenberg 

Minutes: Lieve Bastiaan 

 

Concept agenda 

1. Opening  

2. Announcements  

3. Setting the concept minutes  

4. Action list  

5. Mail  

6. Updates  

7. Setting the agenda  

8. Topic 1:  Upcoming OV brainstorm 

9. Topic 2: O&F committee chair evaluation 

10. Any other business 

11. Points for the CSR 

12. Points for the media 

13. Questions and closing  
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1. Opening  

Alicia opens the meeting at 15:37. 

 

2. Announcements  

Zaina and Leila are late. Anastasiia and Esra are not present, did not inform the council or 

mandate anyone.  

Natalie said that Anastasiia said that she wants to know if someone knows someone who 

has the same issue as the Sociology student who didn’t receive the email for the matching and 

thus wasn’t officially enrolled. Eirini knows that in the past large groups of students did not do 

the matching and was still admitted. Pedro adds that it is an admissions problem, the admissions 

office might be a good place to start. 

Natalie’s second announcement is that there is an annual policy thing at the VSPA, this 

is about the grant for being part of the board of the study association. Non-EU students do not 

get the same proportional discount on their tuition fees. The education desk might be able to 

help with a little more money off. If this is brought up to the university it is not likely to change 

according to Joselyn, it is also a CSR issue. Joselyn will bring it up to the next CSR next 

Tuesday. 

Alicia informs the council about the OWI meeting, the FSR can bring up two points, 

currently there is covid and education which might link to one of the OV1 topics.  

211102-1: PR does a post about master’s week 

3. Setting the concept minutes of PV 6 

The minutes of the PV of … are set without some changes.  

4. Action Points  

The action list is updated.  

210928-1: Esra contacts Robin to have him finish his last tasks. 

210928-2: The PR committee creates a post about the new student health services on campus 

210914-9: Anastasiia make sure they are in contact with their PC, if they are not, they 

should contact the 20-21 council member that had the PC before them. 

211005-1: Everyone fills in the PR promotion schedule, at minimum everyone should sign up 

for 1. 

211005-4: The positive psychology and education taskforce is evaluated at the end of 

November 

211012-1: The council votes on the budget during the next PV. 

211012-2: The council members that have not done so look at the budget before the next PV. 

211012-3: Pedro and Natalie investigate guidelines for teacher student relationships 

 

5. Mail 

Joselyn received a message that a message was send out in the third-year political science group, 

regarding feedback on the anonymous grading policy. There was some negative discussion 
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about that the FSR FMG did not fight for it. The council does not like this as they did bring it 

up in an OV.  

 

211102-2: Alicia will get information on the anonymous grading communication.  

 

6. Updates  

Update TAQT 

Lieve will try to give provide dates for the TAQT training during the next   

Update PR 

211102-3: PR contacts the CSR about the website 

211102-4: PR updates the promotion schedule  

 

Update delegate to the CSR 

• Planning for CoBo, will send out invites with RSVPs to all those invited 
• Dry January campaign will go forth this January, will the FSR join?  
• Application taskforce has been instated to 

o Hire a council assistant in the CSR (since Luana quit last month) 
o Hire a complaints committee member 

• Extra study spaces at OMHP 
o Study spaces has not become a chronic shortage that has no sign of topping 

▪ However, new University Library will be finished building in 2023 and 

the UQ as well in 2026-2028 
o OMHP used to house the Faculty of Law, however, they were moved to 

Roeters campus 
▪ This building could potentially be used for study spaces but the 

councils have been told that the building was not operational 
▪ The building is operational (there are working heaters, taps, bathrooms, 

wifi points and plugs) but it is not up to fire safety standard and 

municipality is not allowing the uni to use the spaces 
▪ Using this building could add 100 to 110 study spaces 

o The CSR might want to write an unsolicited advice to address the study space 

shortage and obtain budget to get the OMHP up to regulations  
 

7. Setting the agenda  

The agenda is set without changes.  

 

8. Topic 1: Upcoming OV brainstorm 

The agenda needs to be sent out before next week. There are no potential topics from the mental 

health taskforce. People need to tell Natalie how long topic when they bring them up as she 

needs to include that in the agenda. Joselyn wants to discuss how there seems to be a lot of 

resistance on the side of the dean and a lot of redirection. She thinks the council can use the OV 

to talk about what the dean expects from the council and what the council expects from the 
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dean. Eirini does not know if OV time should be used for this as she might resist the topic. 

Natalie is not sure if that would be productive at all, as the council receives training on how to 

deal with the dean and the dean is trained on how to deal with the council. Unless there is a 

strategic plan, she does not think it should be brought up during the OV as it might make the 

dean more defensive. Joselyn does not think it is an issue that is specifically for her, the lines 

of responsibility are often very blurred. It is about discussion expectations and a good 

relationship for the year to come. Titus thinks it is a good idea, as it would provide a framework 

on which discussion can be build. Alicia thinks it might be attacking, an OV setting might not 

be the place to discuss this, the AO meeting might be a better place for the discussion. Eirini 

adds that there is no commitment related to this topic and thus might be a waste of OV time. 

Joselyn does not want to go to the meeting and tell the dean what she is doing wrong. She want 

to set clear expectations for each other so the year can be as productive as possible. Joselyn 

feels that the lines of responsibility are blurred constantly. The dean redirects the council to 

people that the dean should talk to for the council.  

 Alicia would like to continue about blind grading, to assess progress on this matter.  

 Eirini would like to do something about the admissions issues, but these are a CSR topic.  

 Titus has a strategy idea, to just present a lot of ideas to see what the dean is interested 

in. Lieve responds that the policy plan might be a good plan to do so, as this would not require 

a lot of different meeting pieces and is a known document.  

Positive Psychology might be a file that comes up with good topics.  

The faculty learning centre topic is working on focus groups and talking to teachers. They also 

want to design a concrete session. Alicia is working with the political science programme about 

the mentorship programme, she is also interested in the blind grading. Joselyn is working on 

diversity. Zaina is working on the decolonialization toolkit for teachers. Matthijs is working on 

the positive psychology taskforce, Nathan has not worked on the student assistant file as he has 

been working on the sustainability file. 

 

211102-5: Alicia contacts the dean about postponing the OV. 

 

9. Topic 2: O&F committee chair evaluation  

Joselyn wants to have a moment to discuss her functioning as O&F chair, as there were some 

concerns with her being O&F chair and CSR delegate. She herself feels okay, it went okay with 

the exam week and work. She wants to proceed as O&F chair. Natalie is very happy; the agenda 

is nice, and communication is going well. Zaina agrees, Joselyn also checks up on how the 

committee members are doing. Alicia is very happy with Joselyn as a committee chair.  

The evaluation is positive. 

 

10. Any other business 

The price of the venue has been raised as they council switched from the Wednesday to the 

Thursday. The council has a section of the place reserved right now. Titus thinks mingling is 
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easier if people know that everyone there is related to the university. The rest of the council 

seems to agree.  

 

Matthijs wants to add something to the discussion about the OWI meeting, you can ask to join 

the meeting with a DB member if a confidentiality agreement is signed. 

 

11. Points for the CSR 

No points for the CSR 

 

12. Points for the Media 

On the 10th and 11th there is UvA career day, it would be good if PR could promote this.  

The UvA has a webpage full of events, it might be good to go through that to see what is 

interesting and promote that. Natalie signed up to some of the events and she could take a video 

about it and put it on the Instagram stories.  

211102-6: PR promotes UvA career day 

 

13. Questions and Closing  

The deadline for the OWI topics and meeting pieces is tomorrow.  

The meeting is closed at 16:58. 

 

Action list 

211102-1: PR does a post about master’s week 

211102-2: Alicia will get information on the anonymous grading communication. 

211102-3: PR contacts the CSR about the website 

211102-4: PR updates the promotion schedule 

211102-5: Alicia contacts the dean about postponing the OV. 

211102-6: PR promotes UvA career day 

210928-1: Esra contacts Robin to have him finish his last tasks. 

210928-2: The PR committee creates a post about the new student health services on campus 

210914-9: Anastasiia make sure they are in contact with their PC, if they are not, they 

should contact the 20-21 council member that had the PC before them. 

211005-1: Everyone fills in the PR promotion schedule, at minimum everyone should sign up 

for 1. 

211005-4: The positive psychology and education taskforce is evaluated at the end of 

November 

211012-1: The council votes on the budget during the next PV. 

211012-2: The council members that have not done so look at the budget before the next PV. 

211012-3: Pedro and Natalie investigate guidelines for teacher student relationships 

 

Pro Memorie 

160405-6: Updates of the chairman, delegate and committee chairpersons shall be sent no 

later than 24 hours before the PV.    
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160426-8: The AS / chair forwards e-mails about OWI meetings under the heading 

Confidential.    

160915-1: PR maintains an internal promotion schedule and keeps the PV informed.    

161027-1: Everyone authorizes someone who is absent from the PV by sending an e-mail to 

the DB.    

161013-3: Everyone thinks about a time schedule of his/her files and discusses it in the CV’s.   

162112: If the FSR discusses something with education directors that is relevant to the 

domain, it must be communicated to the relevant OC/ODC.    

170124-1: The AS answers every email that it is passed on to the file holder and that he/she 

will answer it.    

170124-2: Everybody puts the AS in the CC when responding to emails.    

171013-7: Everyone puts updates of workgroups (that do not fall under one a certain 

committee) in a reply to all in the PV agenda mail.    

171107-7: Everyone reads the CSR agenda prior to the PV.    

171212-2: Everyone keeps his/her file archive on the drive updated.    

171212-5: Everyone likes the FB and Instagram posts.    

190212-7: All OC listeners ensure a good communication with the OC’s (requesting them to 

send minutes, advices, to transparent about issues in the programs).    

190923-12: Every council member writes an update after having been to an OC meeting when 

needed. 

200901-1 Every expense above 50 euros should be brought up during the PV 

200915-1 The situation regarding the corona virus in relation to CoBo’s is revaluated. 

200901-2: The council discusses the availability of rooms again after the UvA announces 

their plans regarding on-campus activities.  

201212-1 The council discusses the promotion platform again when the timeline is clear. 

 

 


